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Abstract. Stereoscopic images consist of two views rendering a depth sense. The small objects displacements across6

the two views are interpreted as a relative indication of depth. From a compression viewpoint, these displacements are7

exploited as specific inter-view redundancies. The classical and still compression scheme in use is called Disparity8

Compensated Compression scheme. A block-based disparity map modeling these displacements is losslessly com-9

pressed. Then the difference, between the original view and its disparity predicted view, is compressed and used by10

the decoder to compute the compensated view improving therefore the disparity predicted view. However, a proof-of-11

concept work has already shown that selecting disparities according to the compensated view, instead of the predicted12

view, yields increased rate-distortion performance. This paper derives from the JPEG-coder, a disparity-dependent13

analytic expression of the distortion induced by the compensated view. This analytic expression is embedded into14

an algorithm, called Fast Disparity Compensated Block Matching algorithm (FDCBM), with a reasonable numerical15

complexity approaching the performance obtained with the proof-of-concept work. Tested on stereoscopic images, the16

proposed algorithm provides, at same bitrate, an average performance increase of 0:54dB as compared to the classical17

stereoscopic image coding scheme, when performance is measured by the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio.18

Keywords: Stereoscopic Image Compression, Disparity-Compensation, Block Matching algorithm, JPEG-Distortion.19

20

1 Introduction21

Immersive multimedia combines near-to-reality outputs that users can experience through the sense22

of sight, hearing, touch and even smell. This immersive perception may also be rendered through23

interactive control of the viewpoint. Applications concern medical intervention, education and live24

production industry.1 A hologram is an image that appears to be three dimensional as it changes25

with the relative position of the observer, being very precise, it can be used to record the complete26

3D information of a scene.2 A stereoscopic image is composed of two views which are perceived27

as two viewpoints of a single 3D-scene, thanks to a technical device (anaglyph, LC shutter or28

polarized 3D system), applications concern the entertainment industry (3D cinema), video games,29

medical field (stereoscopic displays) and cartography (aerial stereo-photography).3 An integral30
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image is a generalization of stereoscopy in which a large number of different viewpoints is used31

instead of two. It yields depth perception without using any technical device on the user’s side.432

From an information technology viewpoint, all these displayed contents require a very large33

amount of data which causes issues with storage, transmission and sometimes real-time displaying.34

Such data is used in many 3D-research activities5 to estimate the depth map, generally assuming35

that objects look the same when seen from different views, which happens to be not so common.636

Research in compression aims at reducing that amount of data by exploiting redundancies. In some37

applications, the depth map is also needed to generate an intermediate virtual view or to adjust the38

depth perception to improve the quality of experience.39

This paper focuses on the stereoscopic images compression.7–9 In this context, the depth map40

is not by itself an issue and it is needed only in that it explains the differences between the two41

views (a close object of a 3D-scene appears on both views at two distant locations). The horizontal42

distance between the two similar points is called the disparity. It is inversely related to the depth.43

Therefore stereoscopic images can be represented as a 2D image and a depth map with which it is44

possible to recover the other view using view synthesis. Research in this context includes sparse45

encoding of the depth map, image warping, inpaiting to fill in disoccluded regions.6 The depth46

map is sometimes encoded as a disparity map as for lifting schemes where the view synthesis47

is achieved using a set of predict and update filters in a multi-resolution context. Correlations48

between depth map texture and motion are exploited in Ref. 6. In Ref. 10, the authors used also49

view synthesis optimization, meaning that the choice of the depth map takes also into account50

the reconstruction of the other view, while using a different framework, this idea is at the core51

of our present work. Besides it should be said, that high performance is achieved when different52

techniques are combined as in Multiview Video Coding (MVC) extension of H264/AVC video53
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coding standard 11 which has been subjectively evaluated in Ref. 12.54

As in Refs. 13, 14, this paper proposes to work with the original framework, called the Dispar-55

ity Compensated Compression scheme (DCC), exploiting the stereoscopic image redundancy. It56

consists in coding separately a reference view, losslessly encoding an estimated disparity map and57

then encoding a residual image. The transmitted information enables the decoder to reconstruct the58

reference view, and using the disparity map to compute a predicted view to which is added the de-59

coded residual image. Note that the DCC scheme shares some similarities with the depth and view60

synthesis representation in that, depth information is here modeled as a block-based disparity map61

and the texture information is featured by the lossy-encoded residual image. The DCC scheme is62

very similar to motion/disparity compensation. This scheme is implemented in the HEVC and the63

MVC extension of the H264/AVC video coding standards.64

Research within this framework has achieved increased performance when estimating the dis-65

parity map, by taking into account its own bit-cost in Refs. 15, 16 and its limited predicting ca-66

pacity,17 by using blocks of arbitrary shapes in Ref. 18, and by addressing also the illumination67

compensation in Ref. 19. Investigating the statistical properties of the residual, reference20 uses a68

DCT-based coder for non-occluded 8×8-blocks and a 3-level Haar-based coder for occluded 8×8-69

blocks to encode the residual instead of the JPEG-coder.21 Reducing the numerical complexity70

is also a significant research issue. Examples include selecting optimal hyper-parameter values71

thanks to allocation modeling as opposed to an exhaustive search in Ref. 22 reducing the search72

area in Ref. 23 and using embedded coding scheme that can be truncated at any point to obtain the73

best reconstruction for a given bitrate .20
74

At the core of our work is the idea, that the estimation of the disparity should take into account,75

the ability of the residual coder to refine the predicted view, instead of assuming that the best76
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predicted view yields the best compensated view. In the context of the JPEG-residual encoder, a77

proof of concept using a very greedy algorithm has already shown increased performance in .24 Our78

contribution is the design of an algorithm with a reasonable numerical complexity, able to select79

the disparity according to the compensated predicted view in order to improve the rate-distorsion80

performance of the compressed stereoscopic image.81

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the basic concepts of the classi-82

cal DCC scheme and introduces some notations. Section 3 shows how finding the best perform-83

ing disparity map can be regarded as solving an optimization problem. The classical approach,84

called the Block-Matching algorithm (BM), is derived as a suboptimal solution. Section 4 recalls85

the greedy algorithm solving the optimization problem, it is called the Disparity-Compensated86

Block-Matching (DCBM) algorithm. Section 5 describes an extension of this algorithm called87

Fast Disparity-Compensated Block-Matching (FDCBM) algorithm. In Sec. 6, experiments show88

significant increased performance on some stereoscopic images. Section 7 concludes the paper.89

2 Basic concepts and notations90

This paper deals with compressing rectified stereoscopic images using the classical DCC scheme.91

Notations are first given and used in Sec. 3 to set the optimization problem, to which the well-92

known Block Matching (BM) algorithm is a suboptimal solution.93

Notations, used in the following sections, are summarized in Fig. 1. This figure presents the94

DCC scheme where the dashed line separates the encoder (above) from the decoder (below).95

Il (upper left corner in Fig. 1) denotes the left view that is here chosen as the reference view. It96

feeds a lossy encoder97
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denoted Cql (upper left corner in Fig. 1) where ql ∈ Ql is its quality factor with Ql is a set98

containing all allowed values. The bit stream output is transmitted to the decoder (left downward99

arrow connecting the dashed line). This bit stream is decoded by Dl yielding a reconstructed left100

view denoted Îl (lower left corner in Fig. 1) as follows:101

Îl = Dl(Cql(Il)). (1)

Note that the framework chosen uses a close loop as this bit stream yields also Îl in the encoder102

through Dl (center upper part in Fig. 1). Îl feeds the remaining compressing part. Such a choice103

reduces the distortion as Il is not available to the decompressing part but it also increases the104

numerical complexity as the remaining compressing part depends on the choice of ql.105

Ir (center of the upper part in Fig. 1) represents the original right view. With Îl, it is used by the106

Disparity Estimator (DE) to yield a disparity map denoted d using the well-known BM algorithm.107

d is then used by the Image Predictor (IP) to transform Îl into the predicted view, denoted Ip.108

More specifically, Îl and Ir are decomposed into K non-overlapping blocks of same size (both109

views may have to be slightly enlarged to cover the last block column and the last block line). The110

upper left corner of the k-block is indicated by coordinates (ik, jk). The pixels contained in the111

k-block are referred to by (ik + ∆i, jk + ∆j) where (∆i,∆j) spans B, a set listing all internal-block112

displacements (including (0, 0)). d is an array of K disparity values denoted as d1, . . . , dK . It113

describes the K right horizontal-shifts by which, in the IP-block, each Îl-block is transformed into114
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an Ip-block:115

Ip


 ik + ∆i,

jk + ∆j


 = Îl


 ik + ∆i,

jk + ∆j + dk


 , (2)

where k ranges from 1 to K and (∆i,∆j) spans B. This IP-block is shown on the upper right part116

in Fig. 1. To simplify notations, we do not indicate here the d-dependency of Ip.117

BM algorithm, in the DE-block, consists in selecting for each k-block, the disparity value dk118

for which the k-block Ip-values resemble most the k-block Ir-values in the sense that the mean119

squared error is minimized as follows:120

dk(ql) = arg min
d∈S

∑
(∆i,∆j)∈B

Îl

 ik + ∆i

jk + ∆j + d

− Ir

 ik + ∆i

jk + ∆j




2

, (3)

where S contains all allowed disparity values. As Îl is ql-dependent, the disparity value found, dk121

is also ql-dependent.122

C (center upper part in Fig. 1) is a lossless encoding operation of the disparity map d. The123

resulting bit stream is transmitted to the decoder (center downward arrow connecting the dashed124

line) which recovers the exact disparity map d, through D, being the inverse operation of C as125

follows:126

d = D(C(d)). (4)

The recovered disparity map is used with Îl by the second IP-block to yield according to Eq. (2),127
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Ip, this time in the decoder. This second IP-block is at the bottom in Fig. 1.128

R (upper right corner in Fig. 1) represents the residual image, that is the difference between129

the original right view and its prediction:130

R = Ir − Ip. (5)

Cqr (upper right corner in Fig. 1) is a lossy encoding operation where qr ∈ Qr is its quality131

factor and Qr is the set of all allowed values. Cqr compresses R into a bit stream transmitted to132

the decoder (right downward arrow connecting the dashed line). Dr, being the inverse operation133

of Cqr , is used in the decoder to get an approximation of R denoted R̂. By reversing Eq.(5), the134

decoder gets an approximation of Ir denoted as Îr and given by:135

Îr = Ip +Dr(Cqr(R)). (6)

In general, Îr is closer to Ir than Ip and this improvement of Ip is being referred to as compensation.136

The bitrate, denoted b, is deduced from the bit streams Cql(Il), C(d) and Cqr(R):137

b (Il,d, Ir, ql, qr) =
|Cql(Il)|+ |C(d)|+ |Cqr(R)|

|Il|+ |Ir|
, (7)

where | .| is the set cardinal number, here it helps counting, above, the number of bits, and below,138

the number of pixels.139
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D

IP
IpÎl d

Îr

Fig 1 DCC scheme where the encoder (above) is separated from the decoder (below) by a dashed line.

3 Optimization problem statement140

The aim of a coding/decoding scheme is a trade-off between getting the highest quality (i.e. visual141

rendering) while using the least amount of bits accounted for by Eq.(7). In this paper, this trade-off142

is rephrased into finding the best quality within a constrained bit budget. As the end user observing143

the reconstructed stereoscopic image is generally a human being, our focus should be the extent144

to which the visual experience is being preserved. Regardless of how that visual experience is145

measured, we have chosen to use J , the mean squared error between (Îl, Îr) and (Il, Ir), as the146

cost function to be minimized with respect to a bit-budget, ba.147

More specifically, the mean squared error of the k-block of an image I′ as compared to that of148

an image I is:149

Jk (I
′, I) =

1

|B|
∑

(∆i,∆j)∈B

I′

 ik + ∆i

jk + ∆j

− I

 ik + ∆i

jk + ∆j




2

. (8)
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Averaging Jk over all blocks yields J :150

J (I′, I) =
1

K

K∑
k=1

Jk (I
′, I) . (9)

The cost-function is then defined as:151

J
(
Îl, Il, Îr, Ir

)
=

1

2
J
(
Îl, Il

)
+

1

2
J
(
Îr, Ir

)
. (10)

This choice of cost function gives way to an optimization problem. Îr is actually (ql, qr,d)-152

dependent as stated by Eqs.(1), (2), (5) and (6). Îl is ql-dependent (see Eq.(1)). Such dependencies153

are indicated here:154


d(ql, qr) = arg min

d∈SK

J(Îr(ql, qr,d), Ir)

(ql, qr) = arg min
ql∈Ql, qr∈Qr, b≤ba

J
(
Îl(ql), Il, Îr(ql, qr,d(ql, qr)), Ir

) (11)

where b, defined in Eq. (7), depends on Il,d, Ir, ql, qr. SK is the set of all arrays of size K whose155

components are in S and ba is the expected bitrate.156

Investigating the link between the BM algorithm and this optimization problem, Eq. (3) can be157

recast into:158

dk(ql) = arg min
s∈S

Jk(Ip, Ir). (12)
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Algorithm 1 BM algorithm
Input: Il, Ir, ql, qr
Output: Cql(Il), C(d), Cqr(R), b,J

Compute Cql(Il), Îl with (1) and J(Îl, Il) with (8) and (9)
for all k ∈ {1 . . . K} do

for all d ∈ S do
Compute the k-block of Ip with (2) and Jk(Ip, Ir) with (8)

end for
Select dk with (12) minimizing Jk(Ip, Ir)

end for
Collect d = (d1, . . . , dK) and compute C(d)
Compute Ip with (2), and R and Cqr(R) with (5)
Compute Îr with (6) and J(Îr, Ir) with (8) and (9)
Compute J with (10) using J(Îl, Il) and J(Îr, Ir)
Compute b(Il,d, Ir, ql, qr) with (7) using Cql(Il), C(d), Cqr(R)

When considering the whole array of disparities, Eq. (12) becomes:159

d(ql) = arg min
d∈SK

J(Ip, Ir). (13)

Equation (13) is different from Eq. (11) only in that Ip is considered instead of Îr. This difference160

is actually the decoded-encoded residual as stated by Eq. (5) and (6):161

Îr − Ip = Dr (Cqr (Ir − Ip)) . (14)

Hence, the BM algorithm can be regarded as a suboptimal solution of Eq. (11), where the effect of162

the choice of the disparity on the residual, and the residual impact on the distortion, are neglected.163

Algorithm 1 summarizes the DCC algorithm using BM strategy (to simplify the presentation, the164

greedy selection of ql and qr is not shown here). Note that from then on, this DCC algorithm is165

referred to as BM algorithm.166
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4 Disparity compensated block matching algorithm, a greedy algorithm167

This section presents the Disparity Compensated Block Matching (DCBM) algorithm already de-168

veloped in Ref. 24. The DCBM algorithm is different from the BM algorithm in that Eq. (11) is169

no longer simplified into Eq. (13). The DCBM algorithm is derived from a different suboptimal170

solution involving much greater numerical complexity.171

The DCBM algorithm is computed in K + 1 steps. In the first step, the disparity map is172

computed using the BM algorithm. This initial disparity map has the K following components:173

dk(0, ql) = arg min
d∈S

Jk (Ip, Ir) , (15)

where k ranges from 1 to K. Note that at this point d(0, ql) does not depend on qr.174

The goal at step t ∈ {1, . . . , K} is to select the k-block disparity, denoted, for now, as s. We175

assume that a disparity map d(t − 1, ql, qr) has already been computed at step t − 1. For each176

s ∈ S, a predicted image Ip(t, ql, qr, s) is computed taking into account s on the tth block and177

dk(t− 1, ql, qr) for all other blocks:178

Ip(t, ql, qr, s)

 ik + ∆i

jk + ∆j

 =



Îl

 ik + ∆i

jk + ∆j + dk(t− 1, ql, qr)

 if k 6= t

Îl

 ik + ∆i

jk + ∆j + s

 if k = t

(16)

with (∆i,∆j) spanning B and k ranging from 1 to K.179
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Compensation transforms Ip(t, ql, qr, s) into Îr(t, ql, qr, s) as follows:180

Îr(t, ql, qr, s) = Ip(t, ql, qr, s) +DrCqr (Ir − Ip(t, ql, qr, s)) . (17)

Finally J(Îr, Ir) is computed and the best disparity is selected as follows:181

dk(t, ql, qr) =


dk(t− 1, ql, qr) if k 6= t

argmin
s∈S

J
(
Îr(t, ql, qr, s), Ir

)
if k = t

(18)

The DCBM algorithm is summarized in algorithm 2.182

Algorithm 2 DCBM algorithm
Input: Il, Ir, ql, qr
Output: Cql(Il), C(d), Cqr(R), b,J

Compute Cql(Il), Îl with (1) and J(Îl, Il) with (8) and (9)
Compute d(0, ql) with (15) using Ip defined by (2)
for all t ∈ {1 . . . K} do

for all s ∈ S do
Compute Ip(t, ql, qr, s) with (16) using d(t− 1, ql, qr)

Compute Îr(t, ql, qr, s) with (17)
Compute J

(
Îr(t, ql, qr, s), Ir

)
with (9)

end for
Select d(t, ql, qr) with (18) using all s-values of J(Îr, Ir)

end for
Get d = d(K, ql, qr) and compute C(d)
Compute Ip with (2) using d
Compute R = Ir − Ip and Cqr(R) with (5)
Compute Îr with (6) and J(Îr, Ir) with (9)
Compute J with (10) using J(Îl, Il) and J(Îr, Ir)
Compute b(Il,d, Ir, ql, qr) with (7) using Cql(Il), C(d), Cqr(R)

Note that the increased numerical complexity when using DCBM, stems from the necessity, to183

code and decode a new image, at each block and then each time a new disparity value is considered.184
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5 Fast DCBM algorithm, a suboptimal algorithm with reasonable complexity185

Due to the interesting performance of the DCBM algorithm in terms of rate-distortion (see 24),186

this section proposes a Fast version of this algorithm called FDCBM algorithm. The novelty is that187

disparity selection is no longer based on the computation of Îr with all its pixel values. This section188

is organized as follows. Considering first the case of blocks having a size of 8×8, subsection 5.1189

shows that only 8×8 pixel-values of R are to be taken into account. Subsection 5.2 derives from the190

JPEG-codec an explicit formula using these 8×8 pixel-values. Subsection 5.3 derives the FDCBM191

algorithm. Subsection 5.4 extends this algorithm to some larger blocks.192

5.1 FDCBM algorithm underlying idea193

This section considers that the size of B is 8×8 and more specifically that the disparity-related194

blocks are exactly the JPEG-related blocks. Introduce first some new notations. Define R̂ =195

DrCqr(R) the reconstructed residual at the decoder, and Ik any matrix of size 8×8:196



Rk (∆i,∆j) = R (ik + ∆i, jk + ∆j)

R̂k (∆i,∆j) = R̂ (ik + ∆i, jk + ∆j)

‖Ik‖2 = 1
|B|
∑

(∆i,∆j)∈B (Ik(∆i,∆j))2

(19)

So as to be consistent with notations defined in Sec. 2, indexes of these 8×8 matrices start from197

0: ∆i,∆j ∈ {0, . . . 7}. Note that because of the above block-related assumption, R̂k can also be198

considered as the decoded-encoded 8×8 matrix Rk:199

R̂k = DrCqr (Rk) . (20)
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Our main claim is that the relevant pixel values are those of Rk, and that Jk measures the mean200

squared distortions yielded by the compression and decompression of Rk:201

Jk

(
Îr, Ir

)
= Jk

(
Ip + R̂, Ip +R

)
= Jk

(
R̂,R

)
= ‖DrCqr (Rk)−Rk‖2 . (21)

The first equality is obtained with Eqs. (5) and (6). The second equality uses an additive-invariance202

property derived from Eq. (8). The third equality is computed using Eqs. (8), (19) and (20).203

5.2 Using the JPEG-codec strategy204

Of the JPEG-codec, this section is only interested in what causes distortions, namely the quantiza-205

tion of the DCT-components:206

DrCqr (Rk) = IDCT [Qqr (DCT [Rk])] , (22)

where Qqr is the 8×8-JPEG-quantizier.207

As DCT is an orthogonal transformation, it preserves the L2 norm:208

‖DrCqr (Rk)−Rk‖2 = ‖DCT [DrCqr (Rk)]− DCT [Rk]‖2 , (23)

Combining Eqs. (22) and (23), a minimized formula of the mean squared distortions is obtained:209

‖DrCqr (Rk)−Rk‖2 = ‖Qqr (DCT [Rk])− DCT [Rk]‖2 . (24)

The explicit formula uses the following information extracted from the JPEG-codec (see25).210
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The DCT of an 8×8 matrix is:211

DCT [Ik] = T T IkT, (25)

where T is an 8×8 orthogonal matrix defined as follows:212

T∆i,∆j =
1√
8
cos

(
π
(2∆j + 1)∆i

16

)
×


1 if ∆i = 0

√
2 if 1 ≤ ∆i ≤ 7

(26)

The JPEG quantization table is:213

Q =



16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61

12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55

14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56

14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62

18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77

24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92

49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101

72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99



. (27)

The JPEG-quantizer transforms an 8×8-matrix into an 8×8-matrix:214

Qqr(I) =

[
Round

(
I(∆i,∆j)

Q(∆i,∆j)α(qr)

)
Q(∆i,∆j)α(qr)

]
∆i,∆j

(28)
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using a nonlinear mapping transforms qr into a scaling factor (see26):215

α(Q) =


50
Q

if Q ≤ 50

2− Q
50

if Q > 50

(29)

Experimentations have shown that Jk
(
Îr, Ir

)
is not exactly equal to216

‖Qqr (DCT [Rk])− DCT [Rk]‖2, and the latter depends on ql, qr and on the k-block disparity, s.217

So the following notation is used:218

J̃k (ql, qr, s) = ‖Qqr (DCT [Rk])− DCT [Rk]‖2 . (30)

Finally the k-block disparity is selected as:219

dk(ql, qr) = arg min
s∈S

J̃k(ql, qr, s). (31)

5.3 Derived FDCBM algorithm220

The FDCBM algorithm is summarized in algorithm 3. It is very similar to the DCBM algo-221

rithm, the difference is inside the double loop. Instead of computing large scale images, only222

8×8-matrices are computed and yield J̃k(ql, qr, s), an approximation of Jk (̂Ir, Ir) using Eq. (30).223

Instead of selecting the k-block disparity based on J (̂Ir, Ir), it is based on the minimization of224

J̃k(ql, qr, s).225

The numerical complexity of FDCBM algorithm is definitely much lower than that of DCBM.226

It remains higher than BM algorithm, not only because of the complexity of Eq. (30) but also227

because it takes into account ql and qr, whereas BM takes into account only ql.228
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Algorithm 3 FDCBM algorithm
Input: Il, Ir, ql, qr
Output: Cql(Il), C(d), Cqr(R), b,J

Compute Cql(Il), Îl with (1) and J(Îl, Il) with (8) and (9)
for all k ∈ {1 . . . K} do

for all s ∈ S do
Compute Rk using Îl and Ir with (19), (2) and (5)
Compute J̃k(ql, qr, s) with (30)

end for
Select dk with (31) using all s-values of J̃k(s)

end for
Collect d = (d1, . . . , dK) and compute C(d)
Compute Ip with (2) using d
Compute R = Ir − Ip and Cqr(R) with (5)
Compute Îr with (6) and J(Îr, Ir) with (9)
Compute J with (10) using J(Îl, Il) and J(Îr, Ir)
Compute b(Il,d, Ir, ql, qr) with (7) using Cql(Il), C(d), Cqr(R)

5.4 Extending the FDCBM algorithm to larger blocks229

This section considers the case when the block decomposition yielding the disparity map is not230

the same than the JPEG-block decomposition. To distinguish them, the former is denoted Bk,231

(1 ≤ k ≤ K, B as the set of internal displacements), the latter is denoted B′k′ , (1 ≤ k′ ≤ K ′,232

B′ as the set of internal displacements). In general, a block Bk is likely to have common pixels233

with several blocks B′k′ and each of these blocks may have common pixels with other blocks Bk′′ .234

In such a situation, the optimal choice of a disparity dk depends on the choice of disparities of235

neighboring blocks, and adapting the FDCBM algorithm seems difficult. Here we assume that236

each block Bk can be divided exactly in a finite number of blocks B′k′ , and show how FDCBM can237

easily be extended. For instance when an image is decomposed into 16×16-blocks, each of them238

covers exactly four 8×8-blocks. And when an image is decomposed into 32×32-blocks, each of239

them covers exactly sixteen 8×8-blocks.240
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Let Kk be the set of indexes indicating the blocks B′k′ that are exactly covering Bk:241

Bk =
⋃

k′∈Kk

B′k′ . (32)

The size of Kk can be computed:242


K|Bk| = K ′|B′k′ |

|Bk| = |Kk||B′k′ |
⇒ |Kk| =

K ′

K
, (33)

where | | indicates the size of a set. The first equation is derived from the fact that each view of243

the considered stereoscopic image is divided into a set of non-overlapping blocks. The second244

equation is derived from Eq. (32).245

The mean squared error defined in Eq. (8) has now two definitions depending on the considered246

block-decomposition:247

Jk

(
Î, I
)

= 1
|B|
∑

(i,j)∈Bk

(
Î(i, j)− I(i, j)

)2

,

J ′k′
(
Î, I
)

= 1
|B′|
∑

(i,j)∈B′
k′

(
Î(i, j)− I(i, j)

)2

.

(34)

Equation (32) yields a relationship between the two mean squared error functions:248

Jk

(
Î, I
)
=

1

|Kk|
∑
k′∈Kk

J ′k′
(
Î, I
)
. (35)

Subsections 5.1 and 5.2 are applied to the JPEG-block decomposition, resulting in the follow-249
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ing approximation:250

J ′k′
(
Îr, Ir

)
≈ J̃k′(ql, qr, s), (36)

where s is the k′-block disparity in the sense of the JPEG-block decomposition.251

Eqs. (35) and (36) yield the k-block disparity:252

dk(ql, qr) = arg min
s∈S

1

|Kk|
∑
k′∈Kk

J̃k′(ql, qr, s). (37)

This is the proposed extended FDCBM algorithm.253

6 Performance evaluation of the proposed FDCBM algorithm254

This section analyzes and discusses the simulation results of the developed FDCBM algorithm255

using synthetic data and stereoscopic image datasets.256

6.1 Impact on the performance of the proposed explicit formula257

First of all, this section proposes to discuss the relevance of the derived Eq. (30) on which the258

proposed FDCBM algorithm is based. To do so, experiments are conducted on synthetic data to259

measure the ability of this equation to reduce distortions more than the BM algorithm.260

For each qr ∈ {1, . . . , 99}, 200 stereoscopic images of size 256×256 are randomly drawn from261

independent uniform distributions (here left views are not encoded). On each image, a block is262

randomly selected and for this block, the BM, DCBM and FDCBM algorithms yield three dis-263

parities denoted as dBM(qr, ω), dDCBM(qr, ω), dFDCBM(qr, ω) using ω ranging from 1 to 200 and264

S = {−14, . . . , 15}. For each image and each algorithm, its mean squared distortion is computed265
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and denoted as Jk(qr, dBM(qr, ω), ω), Jk(qr, dDCBM(qr, ω), ω) and Jk(qr, dFDCBM(qr, ω), ω). This266

experiment confirms that:267


Jk(qr, dDCBM(qr, ω), ω) ≤ Jk(qr, dBM(qr, ω), ω)

Jk(qr, dDCBM(qr, ω), ω) ≤ Jk(qr, dFDCBM(qr, ω), ω)

Moreover, the experiment shows that most often:268

Jk(qr, dFDCBM(qr, ω), ω) ≤ Jk(qr, dBM(qr, ω), ω)

To see how Jk(qr, dFDCBM(qr, ω), ω) is close to Jk(qr, dDCBM(qr, ω), ω) as compared to Jk(qr, dBM(qr, ω), ω),269

we measured an average distortion reduction ratio as follows:270

ρ(qr) =
1

200

200∑
ω=1

Jk(qr, dBM(qr, ω), ω)− Jk(qr, dFDCBM(qr, ω), ω)

Jk(qr, dBM(qr, ω), ω)− Jk(qr, dDCBM(qr, ω), ω)
. (38)

Fig. 2 illustrates the behaviour of ρ(qr) when qr ranges from 1 to 100. It shows that when qr is271

between 15 and 90, on average and compared to the distortions left when using BM algorithm,272

FDCBM algorithm is able to reduce at least 90% of the distortions that DCBM algorithm is able273

to reduce.274

6.2 Simulation results on stereoscopic images275

Simulation results are performed on stereoscopic images downloaded from the Middleburry dataset5
276

and 3D LIVE dataset.27 A performance comparison of the FDCBM algorithm with BM algorithm277

is discussed. Measuring the true performance of an algorithm means evaluating the average visual278

experience provided by the compressed stereoscopic image at a given bitrate. Subjective evalu-279
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Fig 2 Average distortion reduction ratio of BM-FDCBM as compared to BM-DCBM on synthetic data as a function
of qr.

ation is the most accurate technique and the most demanding. Evaluating with objective quality280

metrics is a much easier and the design of such metrics is an existing research field as exempli-281

fied in Ref. 28. As of now, no objective quality metric has proven to be completely reliable when282

applied to stereoscopic images.283

In this paper, the distortion is measured using the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) using284

a dB scale. To simplify the experiment, the left view is not compressed, the rate-distortion is285

measured only on the right view as follows:286

PSNR = 10 log10

(
2552

J(Îr,Ir)

)
,

b = |C(d)|+|Cqr (R)|
|Ir| ,

(39)

where b is in bits per pixel (bpp); and pixel-values, on both views, are ranging from 0 to 255.287

The lossless coder, C is here an arithmetic coder (see29). To reduce the numerical complexity,288
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Fig 3 Original right view of the ”Art” stereoscopic image.

the set of quality factor values is reduced to Qr = {5, 10, 15, . . . , 90}. The set of all available289

disparities is S = {0, . . . , 120}. This choice (on the selected dataset) ensures better performance290

than when each of the views is encoded in an independent way.291

As for the sizes of blocks fixed in the disparity prediction process, we use 8×8, 16×16 and292

32×32 blocks. Note that both views are always decomposed into non-overlapping blocks of same293

size.294

The rate-distortion curves, in Fig. 4 confirm the results stated above (subsection 6.1) using295

”Art” stereoscopic image (original right view is provided by Fig. 3) of 2006 Middlebury-dataset296

and blocks of size 8×8. Indeed the performance of the proposed FDCBM algorithm is similar to297

that of DBCM algorithm, which is however better than that of the classical BM algorithm.298

Fig. 5 provides the original right view of the ”Aloe” stereoscopic image extracted from the299

2006 Middlebury-dataset. Fig. 6 presents the compressed and decompressed ”Aloe” right view300

using BM algorithm on the left side and FDCBM on the right side. For each algorithm, blocks are301

of sizes 8×8 and qr ∈ Qr is set so that b = 0.3bpp. When comparing both reconstructed views302
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Fig 4 Performance comparison of BM, DCBM and FDCBM algorithms using ”Art” stereoscopic image of 2005
Middlebury-dataset.

with the original, it appears that the background cloth on right neighborhoods of each vertical leaf303

is wrongly drawn. The reason may be that these neighborhoods are occluded in the left view. The304

BM algorithm yields a dotted structure whereas the FDCBM algorithm yields a slightly blurred305

square texture. From a PSNR-viewpoint, the FDCBM-reconstructed view is closer to the original306

view (30.14dB) than the BM-reconstructed view (29.5dB).307

Fig. 7 shows the histograms of, on the left side, the BM-disparity map and, on the right side,308

the FDCBM-disparity map for the same experiment. More specifically, selected disparity values309

are sorted into 10 bins, each bin is referred to by its average disparity value on the horizontal310

axis. The vertical axis indicates the number of blocks for which the disparity value falls into a311

given bin (the total number of blocks for that image is 2726). Both histograms are right skewed,312

showing that for most blocks it did not proved useful to consider disparity values greater than 50.313

A closer look shows that, on the right hand side, the two first columns are slightly bigger and the314
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Fig 5 Original right view of the ”Aloe” stereoscopic image.

two following columns are slightly smaller. This means that for this specific image, on average315

FDCBM algorithm tends to select smaller disparity values than BM algorithm.316

As for numerical complexity, FDCBM algorithm (consuming 17 seconds) is 3 388 times317

quicker than DCBM algorithm (consuming 4 hours) and 6.8 times slower than BM algorithm318

(consuming 2.5 seconds). This was measured on the ”Aloe” stereoscopic image with block of319

8 × 8 size using Matlab in a Windows environment on a computer using one processor with four320

cores at a frequency of 3.7GHz.321

Simulation results provided in Fig. 8 have been conducted on ”Art” stereoscopic image (orig-322

inal right view is shown in Fig. 3). FDCBM algorithm is implemented with different qr values323

yielding three different rate-distortion curves shown on the left side. The green and right-most324

curve is obtained with 8×8 blocks. The red and middle curve is obtained with 16×16 blocks. The325

blue and left-most curve is obtained with 32×32 blocks. As we can see, using blocks of greater326

size, reduces the bitrate and tends to move the rate-distortion curve leftwards and downwards.327

When addressing a specific need, in terms of expected PSNR or of allowed bitrate, it makes328
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Fig 6 On the left side: reconstructed ”Aloe” right view with BM algorithm at b = 0.3bpp (PSNR = 29.5dB); On the
right side: reconstructed ”Aloe” right view with FDCBM algorithm at b = 0.3bpp (PSNR = 30.14dB).

Fig 7 Histogram of the disparity map yielded at b = 0.3bpp using: on the left side, the BM-algorithm; and, on the
right side, the FDCBM-algorithm.
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Fig 8 FDCBM rate-distortion curves for the ”Art” stereoscopic image, using 8×8-blocks (green and left-most curve),
16×16-blocks (red and middle curve), 32×32-blocks (blue and right-most curve); and BM (red and bottom curve).

Fig 9 Higher convex envelop curve generated with the three-block-size, rate-distortion curves, using FDCBM (blue
and top curve).

sense to use the most appropriate block size to meet the request. So when comparing BM with329

FDCBM, it is more relevant to compare, the two higher convex envelopes generated by each three330

rate-distortion curves, than to compare the rate-distortion curves one by one. These two envelopes331

are illustrated in Fig. 9 where the blue top curve is obtained with FDCBM algorithm and the332

red bottom curve is obtained with BM algorithm. At low bitrate (below 0.2bpp), BM is better333

performing, whereas at higher bitrate, FDCBM algorithm is better performing.334
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The Bjøntegaard metric30 is used here to quantify the increase in performance of FDCBM as335

compared to BM. Based on four rate-distortion points for each algorithm (roughly [0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6]bpp),336

it computes, an average PSNR increase, or, an average bitrate decrease. As for the ”Art” stereo-337

scopic image, FDCBM algorithm yields on average a PSNR increase of 0.78dB.338

All 30 stereoscopic images extracted from the 2005 and 2006 Middlebury-database are com-339

pressed and decompressed using BM and FDCBM algorithms and using blocks of sizes 8×8,340

16×16 and 32×32. For each stereoscopic image, two corresponding higher convex envelopes341

are computed. Four rate-distortions points from each envelope are extracted and used by the342

Bjøntegaard metric to provide an average PSNR increase, or, an average bitrate decrease. These343

measures are shown in Table 1. To simplify its reading, the stereoscopic images have been sorted344

by their increase in PSNR-performance. This table shows that, on average, for all stereoscopic345

images, FDCBM is better performing than BM, the difference ranges from 0.17dB up to 1.28dB.346

It seems difficult to understand why this difference is higher for some images and lower on other347

images. For instance ”Cloth3” and ”Cloth4” appear at both ends of the table and yet have similar348

appearance. The same comment applies to ”Baby1” and ”Baby3”. And both ”Midd1”, ”Midd2”349

and ”Lampshade1”, ”Lampshade2” have similar appearance and yet each pair has quite different350

performance increases. It is interesting to note that the stereoscopic image having the least PSNR-351

performance increase (+0.17dB), namely ”Plastic”, is having a rather important bitrate decrease352

(−15.7%). Table 2 provides other simulation results performed on 3D LIVE database .27
353

354

The increase in performance of all 48 stereoscopic images of FDCBM as compared to BM is355

also shown in Fig. 10. More specifically, 10 bins have been considered ranging from +0.25dB up356

to +1.25dB in terms of increase in terms of PSNR performance of FDCBM as compared to BM.357
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Table 1 Performance comparison between FDCBM and BM algorithms using the Bjøntegaard metric and 2005 and
2006 Middlebury-database.

Image ∆PSNR (dB) bpp (%)
Plastic +0.17 -15,73
Cloth3 +0.31 -7,44
Midd1 +0.31 -4,79
Cloth1 +0.34 -9,08

Laundry +0.37 -5.66
Computer +0.39 -6.3

Baby1 +0.39 -8.17
Baby2 +0.42 -9.35
Wood1 +0.43 -8.9
Rocks2 +0.44 -9.89
Books +0.46 -7.93
Aloe +0.53 -11.7

Lampshade1 +0.54 -5.09
Rocks1 +0.56 -12.43

Bowling2 +0.57 -9.86
Midd2 +0.58 -10.51

Drumsticks +0.58 -8.85
Dolls +0.59 -10.65

Moebius +0.65 -11.44
Cloth2 +0.66 -12.68
Baby3 +0.67 -12.74
Wood2 +0.72 -9.34

Monopoly +0.75 -13.56
Cloth4 +0.76 -17.12

Art +0.78 -11.36
Bowling1 +0.89 -14.47
Dwarves +1.06 -17.48

Flowerpots +1.12 -14.52
Lampshade2 +1.23 -22.76

Mean +0.62 -11.38

Each bar is associated to a specific bin, and its height indicates the number of stereoscopic images,358

having an increase in PSNR performance of roughly the amount indicated on the bin. The average359

increase in PSNR performance is 0.54dB.360
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Table 2 Performance comparison between FDCBM and BM algorithms using the Bjøntegaard metric and 3D LIVE-
database.

Image ∆PSNR (dB) bpp (%)
im20 +0.18 -7,32
im8 +0.21 -5,85
im29 +0.22 -7.06
im13 +0.25 -7.43
im22 +0.29 -9.48
im18 +0.34 -7.52
im3 +0.36 -11.14
im14 +0.37 -12.23
im16 +0.38 -11.47
im21 +0.42 -15.13
im7 +0.45 -9.47
im17 +0.51 -17.75
im15 +0.53 -15.92
im10 +0.55 -14.22
im24 +0.58 -14.22
im26 +0.61 -17.23
im5 +0.62 -18.26
im27 +0.73 -19.38
Mean +0.42 -12.74

7 Conclusion361

A new block-based disparity estimation technique called FDCBM algorithm for Fast Disparity362

Compensated Block Matching strategy is proposed. The purpose of this work is not to be com-363

petitive with stereoscopic image\video standards, but to first show the feasibility of the proposed364

approach as a proof of the concept. Where the classical technique selects each disparity so that the365

predicted image resembles most the right view, the proposed technique computes for each disparity366

the compensated image, and the selected disparity is the one yielding the highest similarity between367

the compensated image and the right view. The computation is done with an analytic expression368

derived here from the JPEG-codec. To reduce the numerical complexity, these computations are369

fed using only the considered block pixel-values.370
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Fig 10 Histogram of the increase in average PSNR-performance of FDCBM as compared to BM, in terms of the
number of stereoscopic images among the 30 extracted from the 2005 and 2006 Middlebury-database.

Tested on the 48 stereoscopic images extracted from the 2005-2006 Middelbury-dataset and 3D371

LIVE-dataset, FDCBM algorithm is performing better than the classical Disparity Compensated372

Compression algorithm using a Block-Matching disparity estimation technique. As compared to373

the latter, the increase in performance, at same bitrate, is ranging, depending on the stereoscopic374

image, from 0.18dB up to 1.3dB with an average of 0.54dB, (performance being here measured375

using the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio).376

The underlying idea of this paper is not to replace the residual error encoding methods in377

the stereoscopic image/video standards by JPEG encoding but rather to exploit the quantization378

parameters and tables, as specified in the standards, to better choose the disparities to improve the379

compensated view quality. Indeed, the residual error coding is traditionally based on an orthogonal380
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transformation followed by a quantization process controlled by some parameters associated to381

quantization tables which need to be studied in future work. Moreover, only equal size blocks382

have been considered to show the interest of the proposed strategy. Of course, blocks of variable383

size give better performance and will be investigated in the near future.384
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